
I see myself as lucky to have visited numerous different countries all
over the world, and I have forever been interested about how novel
everyone is. Regarding its infrastructure, specifically. Infrastructure
varies greatly between nations, with some having more advanced
infrastructures than others. I started to comprehend the importance
of infrastructure when my family migrated to India. I saw various
designs with a long history while going in the northern states of India
with friends. In those structures, each stone and design told a unique
story. While sitting there, I had peace. On that journey, we visited a
small town, where we saw how the lives of the locals were impacted
by inadequate infrastructure.

Despite the fact that India is a developing nation, a portion of the
towns in India actually have no power, water, or proper infrastructure.
During that journey, I saw the distinctions between the town and
villages — what made their places not quite the same as each other.
That thought assisted me with revealing my inclinations and what I
needed as a profession. I’m extremely interested in studying it and
how we can plan and design structures that can have similar
advantages as the town for the villages in India. I viewed your college
as the best stage to gain the essential abilities and information for
that.

Prior to beginning your course, I needed to ensure that I had
openness to the field. As part of that, I interned at XYZ Construction
Company fully intent on going into civil engineering. I got to know the
universe of construction there more deeply. 
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Each phase of the technique, for example, the preparation and
designing stages, provoked my curiosity more. I assisted with the
structure’s preparation and design, and I was intrigued to check
whether my thought could help the building to separate it from
others. They likewise presented me to a few projects and bits of
literature that would assist with my civil engineering course.
I had the opportunity to visit a site while I was an intern, which allowed
me to appreciate the significance of each and every brick. There was a
garage that was being built. The seniors working on the site
emphasized the meaning of having the proper measure of blocks to
help the rooftop. The more solid the structure, the less harm that can
occur. I was pleased with how well organized and committed the
personnel were on the job site. To hasten the process, they made
every effort. Also, as capable and socially propelled structural
architects, our deeds should match our words. That, I think,
summarizes my way of thinking.
Being part of these projects assisted me to foster my correspondence
and cooperation capacities. Moreover, I coordinated school
celebrations and partook in extracurricular pursuits like volunteering
and NSS. Also, I filled in as the class delegate and acted as a mediator
between the students and the faculty.
As a civil engineer, I need to bring my enthusiasm for social services
and want to have a meaningful influence on communities. I need to
work in India’s underdeveloped areas when I finish this course to
acquire more insight about civil engineering. Each individual in India
has the right to live securely under a rooftop. Furthermore, I’m set out
to contribute to building such rooftops and to increase everybody’s
quality of living


